VASS EU SERVICES participates as a partner in the consortium development project “eXtended Reality for Education” - XR4ED (Grant Agreement No 101093159 / EUROPEAN HEALTH AND DIGITAL EXECUTIVE AGENCY (HADEA) / HADEA.B – Digital, Industry and Space B.2 – Digital).

The Consortium comprises 11 partners from Cyprus, Ireland, Greece, France, Germany, Romania and Spain. The project duration is 36 months. XR4ED brings together the EdTech and XR communities to establish a European reference platform on learning and training with XR that will provide a central access point to existing solutions and contribute to a leading position for Europe in cutting-edge education technologies. VASS EU is responsible for Task 6.3 Exploitation of XR4ED platform and Bridge-to-Market Planning.

Project Website: https://xr4ed.eu/